Co2MnAl has been predicted to have Weyl points near Fermi level which is expected to give rise to exotic transverse transport properties such as large anomalous Hall(AHE) and
magnetic materials, has attracted attention because of several unique advantages for thermoelectric applicatioins. 1,2 Here, the electric field of ANE ( ) can be expressed by the following equation, ,
where QS and represent the anomalous Nernst coefficient and magnetization, respectively. As equation (1) indicates, ANE generates an electric field in the direction of the outer product of the magnetization and temperature gradient . This three dimensionality of ANE enables us to increase the serial voltage by using thermopiles consisting of simple laterally connected magnetic wires, because appears along the surface of a heat source. This is a significant advantage for enlarging the size of the TEG module and utilizing large-area of non-flat heat sources. In addition to such attractive feature for practical applications, recent finding of large ANE originating from the materials having topological features such as Mn3Sn 3 stimulated studies on ANE for gaining a fundamental understanding of the phenomenon and enhancing its thermopower. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] It has been recently reported that, ferromagnetic Heusler alloy Co2MnGa showed the largest thermopower of ANE of about 6 µV/K 6, 7 , which is one order of magnitude larger than that the conventional ferromagnets in Fe, Co and Ni. 17 Such large thermopower was explained as an exotic property of a magnetic Weyl semimetal in Co2MnGa. Namely, large transverse thermoelectric effect intrinsically appears in Co2MnGa due to its large Berry curvature near Fermi level (EF) because of the formation of Weyl points on the nodal lines of electronic bands by the spin-orbit interaction 5, 7, 8 . Such a topological feature of magnetic material has attracted worldwide interest for not only fundamental physics but also its great potential of practical applications. One curious issue yet to be clarified in Heusler alloy-based Weyl semimetals is how the atomic ordering and the position of EF against the Weyl points affect the sign and magnitude of anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and ANE. Since previous studies for Co2MnGa have focused on the bulk single crystal or epitaxial thin film having high L21 atomic ordering and the stoichiometric composition 6, 7 , it is still unclear how much ANE and AHE are sensitive to the atomic ordering and chemical composition.
In the present study, we paid attention to Co2MnAl which is another interesting material 0.37 from 500 to 700°C to investigate the atomic ordering effect on ANE. We also performed a first principles calculation to evaluate "# . The first-principles technique was the tight binding-linearized muffin-tin orbital method under the local spindensity approximation 29 . To consider the AHE effect, the spin-orbital-coupling term under the Pauli approximation was added to the non-relativistic Hamiltonian. "# was calculated from the Kubo-Bastin formula consisting of Fermi-surface and -sea terms 30 .
Since previous theoretical studies have calculated "# in only ideal L21-ordered cases 18, 19 , in this study the electron scattering effect originating from B2 disorder on "# was taken into account in the coherent-potential-approximation 29 . About 5 × 10 1 kpoints were used for the Fermi-surface term and from 1 × 10 2 to 5 × 10 1 depending on the energy variable in the integration for the Fermi-sea term in the full Brillouin zone 30 . ,
Out-of-plane XRD patterns for the CMAS films annealed at 600°C are shown in Figure   1 (c). We clearly detected only (002) and (004) peaks from all CMAS films, indicating (001)-oriented growth in the whole range of x. A clear (002) super lattice peak indicates the existence of atomic ordering between Co and (Mn,Al/Si) sites so-called B2 structure ∇T ∇T ∇T ∇T ( Fig.1(b) ). The out-of-plane lattice constant a, as evaluated from the (004) peak position, is plotted against x in the inset of Fig. 1(c) . The out-of-plane lattice constant for Co2MnAl and Co2MnSi films are 5.74 and 5.63Å, respectively, which is similar with the reported values in literature, 5.755 and 5.654Å. 26 The a almost linearly decreases with increasing Si composition ratio, following Vegard's law, indicating a formation of single phase CMAS in whole range of x. We also measured the (111) super lattice peak arising L21ordered structure by tilting the film plane to 54.7° from the normal direction. No (111) peak appears from x = 0 to 0.15, but tiny detectable peak is observed from x = 0.22 to 0.51 as shown in Figure1(d). The (111) peak intensity appears to be larger with increasing
Si composition ratio and the strongest peak was observed in Co2MnSi, which can be Figure 2(a) shows the perpendicular magnetic field dependence of the anomalous Hall resistivity #" for the CMAS thin films measured at 300 K. The Co2MnAl film had the largest #" of about +18 µW·cm which is very close value with the previous study 21 .
#" almost monotonically decreases upon replacing Al with Si, as shown in Figure 2 Co2MnAl and Co2MnSi 19 . Since the theoretical intrinsic mechanism contribution for AHE does not take any electron scattering effect into consideration, experimentally observed "# in thin films is reduced even at low temperature by unavoidable scatterings at the surface/interface such as the film surface, film/substrate interface, and grain boundaries. As the "# in Fe epitaxial film reduces with decreasing its thickness 34 , the existence of electron scattering can be one reason for "# < "# ;<& . However, the deviation between "# and "# ;<& for Co2MnAl seems too large (see Figure 2 (e)) to be explained by such an additional scattering. To understand this mechanism, we calculated density of state (DOS) and "# ;<& for no only L21 and but also B2 Co2MnAl . As shown in Fig.3 Figure 4 (c). It can be seen that the contribution of is larger than except for Co2MnAl. Particularly, the largest SANE of +3.9 µV/K at x = 0.37 arises from the constructive but dominant contribution of (+3.0 µV/K) against SII (+0.9 µV/K). evaluated from = / is plotted in Fig.4(d) .It is clearly appeared that becomes larger by replacing more Al with Si, indicating that To obtain "# ;<& at 300K, we calculated "# ;<& by setting ±260 (= 0.02 ) as the integration range of this calculation which is enough large for the term of ab ac ( , ) to have a finite value at 300K. As shown in Fig. 4(d) , calculated "# ;<& for L21 and B2-Co2MnAl(Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37) are 0.92(3.08) and 0.47(0.57), respectively. Simply speaking, "# ;<& is sensitive to the shape and slope of "# ;<& at around EF, namely, even(odd) function-like behavior leads to small(large) "# ;<& . As we can see in Fig.3(c) , L21-Co2MnAl shows nearly even function like behavior around EF within the integration range, whereas, L21-Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 shows odd function like behavior with a large negative slope, which is a reason for much larger "# ;<& in L21-Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37. In B2 disordered case, because "# ;<& shows very small change in both Co2MnAl and Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 , "# ;<& was estimated to be very small. As can be seen in Fig.4(d) ,
experimental "# for Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 is close to the calculated value for B2-case but reasonably located in between L21 and B2. Therefore, we concluded that the enlargement of "# in our CMAS thin films is attributed to not only Fermi level shifting but also the improvement of L21-atomic ordering by Si substitution for Al.
To see the effect of atomic ordering more clearly, we investigated the annealing temperature Tann dependence of atomic ordering, AHE and ANE in the Co2MnAl and Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 films. Figure 5(a) shows the intensity ratio of (111) super lattice peak to (004) fundamental peak, I111/I004, against Tann. Co2MnAl film does not show (111) peak even after annealing at 700°C, indicating that Co2MnAl keeps B2 disordered structure regardless of Tann. Therefore, "# in Co2MnAl film is around 300S/cm and shows no remarkable variation against Tann (Fig.5(b) ). In contrast, tiny (111) that appeares at Tann = 600°C in Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 was strongly enlarged by increasing Tann, up to 650°C.
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Oppositely, (111) peak does not appears at 500 °C . The order parameter '() of the L21 structure was evaluated as 0.48 at 650°C from '() ( = ( ))) opq / rrs opq )/( ))) q;t / rrs q;t ), where uvw opq/q;t is the observed/simulated integrated diffraction intensity of the (hkl) peak, indicating that there is nearly 50% mixture phases of B2 and L21 at 650°C. Observed "# in Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 gradually increases with Tann (Fig.5(b) ) from 136 S/cm at 500°C to 275 S/cm at 700°C , whose tendency is in qualitative agreement with the calculated "# ;<& shown in Fig.3(d) . A drastic increase of SSE and SANE were also observed in the Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 annealed at above 650°C (Fig.5(c) -(e)) in contrast to no remarkable change of them in the Co2MnAl aginst Tann, indicating that the enlargement of both SSE and SANE arises from the improvement of L21-ordering. The highest SANE 6,7 of 6.1µV/K, which is comparable to the previous reports in Co2MnGa 6, 7 , was observed for the Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 film annealed at 650°C. At the same time, as can be seen in Fig.5(f) , "# reaches 1.8A/mK at 650°C which is reasonably in between theoretical "# ;<& for L21 and B2. Such large "# gives rise to dominant SI contribution of 4.4 µV/K for the total ANE of 6.1µV/K. Therefore, it is suggested that giant ANE in CMAS film achieved in this study is due to both the Fermi level shifting and improvement of L21-atomic ordering in Co2MnAl which has been predicted as a Weyl semi-metal.
In conclusion, in this work, we studied anomalous Hall and Nernst effect in the Co2MnAl1-xSix from both experiment and first-principle calculation to see the effect of Fermi level position and the degree of atomic ordering on AHE and ANE. It was clearly confirmed that Fermi level shifts toward higher energy and L21-ordering improves with increasing Si composition ratio x. Observed "# in the Co2MnAl film having no L21ordering is much smaller than the calculated intrinsic "# for L21-orderd structure but close to our calculation for B2-disordered structure, suggesting that theoretically predicted large AHE due to the existence of Weyl points in Co2MnAl is weaken by unavoidable B2 disordering in reality. Although Al substitution with Si does not strongly affect "# , the transverse Peltier coefficient "# was clearly enlarged with increasing Si, and the highest "# was obtained in Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37. As predicted by our calculation, "# was enlarged by improving L21-ordering in Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37, and finally giant thermopower of ANE of 6.1µV/K was achieved in Co2MnAl0.63Si0.37 film having the mixture of L21-and B2-phase. Our result indicates that, both Fermi level tuning and high atomic ordering is critically important to realize exotic transverse transports in Co-based Heusler Weyl semi-metals. This knowledge will be beneficial for a future material development to realize practical thermoelectric applications using ANE. Intensity (a.u.) 30 25 2 (degree) 25 30 CMA 63 
